
Breaking the Code 
Critical Thinking in Science Fiction 

 
Name: _________________________ 

D. McEvilly, English 

 
Instructions: Identify the elements that comprise sci-fi: science, setting, and speculation. Then see if you can infer what 
the message or warning might be: What does this “alien” story tell us about ourselves? What is the allegory? 
  
Title: Runaround 

 

SCIENCE 
List two separate and significant elements of future science. 

1. Three Laws of Robotics 

2. Space station and manned missions to Mercury 
 

“ALIEN” SETTING 
Identify the setting (present, future, alternate reality, or alternate history) then describe its “alien” features. 

1. Future 

2. A manned mission and a fully operational space station on the planet Mercury, which has been 

part of our space exploration for some time, considering that some of the robots which the  

scientists discover in their effort to escape are considered “archaic” 

 

SPECULATION 
Identify two significant thematic ideas explored and find a meaningful example of each.  

Think in terms of universal concepts—not plot or conflict or things. Use your “Prime Directive” and to help. 
Choose wisely: the thematic ideas you select may flow into the larger message or insight you will develop next. 

 
1. Overreliance on Technology 

ex. Because the Mercury expedition was completely reliant (to get to the planet, to survive on the planet, and 

to leave the planet) on the operational perfection of technology, instead of human navigation and know-how, 

Powell and Donovan are left nearly helpless when Speedy malfunctions.  

 

2. God-Complex 

ex. Because the Three Laws of Robotics were seen as infallible, Powell and Donovan were not prepared for a 

scenario in which the rules failed; this overconfidence nearly cost them their lives. Getting caught between 

two laws—the very laws created by humans to prevent such malfunctions—seems to suggest that perhaps we 

are not as omnipotent and prophetic as we might like to believe. 

 

CENTRAL ALLEGORICAL MESSAGE OR INSIGHT 
Do not tell me about the story. Tell me what we’re meant to learn from the story. Connect to us. 

Do not use any variation of the phrases: “I believe…” “Anything is possible…” “Stand up for what you believe…” 
“Never give up…” “Careful what you wish for…” or “Don’t judge a book by its cover…” Be insightful. 

 
Humans are not perfect. Consequently, we should never be so foolish to expect the technology that  

we create to be perfect. Machines will inevitably fail, and the moment we allow technology to 

outstrip our capacity to understand and override it, we put mankind in a very dangerous position.   


